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The energy conversion efficiency of solar cells based on multicrystalline silicon is greatly deteri-
orated by dislocations. However, an in-depth understanding on the dislocation motion dynamics
down to atomic scale is still lacking. In this paper, we propose a novel atomistic approach to simu-
late the kink migration and kink-pair formation which govern dislocation motion in silicon, namely
the kinetic Activation-Relax Technique (k-ART). With this method, long timescale events can be
simulated and complex energy landscapes can be explored. Four mechanisms for kink migration are
observed, with total activation energy of 0.16, 0.25, 0.32 and 0.25 eV. New non-trivial kink structures
that participate in kink migration are identified due to the open-ended search algorithm for saddle
points in k-ART. In addition, a new pathway for kink-pair formation, with a minimum activation
energy of 1.11 eV is discovered. The effect of shear stress on kink migration is also investigated. It
shows that shear stress shifts the energy barriers of available events to lower energies, resulting in a
change of the preferred kink-migration mechanism and a reduction of kink-pair formation energy.

I. INTRODUCTION10

Single crystal and multicrystalline silicon (mc-Si) are11

widely used for solar cell applications. Production of the12

former results in an almost defect-free crystalline mate-13

rial at the expense of low productivity and high energy14

consumption, whilst the latter exhibit various crystalline15

defects and impurities with lower production costs and16

higher potential for large production scale. The pres-17

ence of defects in mc-Si greatly reduces the overall con-18

version efficiency and there are still a large room for19

improvements1,2. Dislocations, in particular, are proven20

to be especially detrimental to the lifetime of minority21

charge carriers3,4. However, atomistic details of the dis-22

location dynamics are still lacking, and an in-depth un-23

derstanding on the underlying mechanisms responsible24

for the nucleation and migration of dislocations can po-25

tentially lead to better material quality and subsequently26

increase the conversion efficiency of silicon solar cells.27

Silicon crystals have a diamond structure with two28

sets of {111} planes: the narrowly spaced plane (glide29

set) and the widely spaced plane (shuffle set). At high30

temperature and low stress, dislocations are either screw31

dislocations or 60◦ dislocations, the former of which dis-32

sociates into two 30◦ Shockley partials while the latter33

into 30◦ and 90◦ Shockley partials5. Large experimental34

efforts have been devoted to characterize the dislocations35

in this regime6–8, and the common conclusion is that they36

are positioned in the narrowly spaced glide set, and slip37

in the same set. In the low temperature and high stress38

conditions, experimental studies also show that the dislo-39

cations prefer their undissociated state9,10. Whether the40

dislocations are located in the glide or shuffle set is not41

yet firmly established11,12, but the general consensus is42

that in the low temperature and high stress regime, the43

dislocations are positioned in the widely spaced shuffle44

set, and slip in the same set.45

In silicon, kink-pair formation and kink migration gov-46

ern the dislocation motion, and can be described as a47

sequence of bond breaking and creation. The covalent48

nature of bonds in silicon leads to a high activation en-49

ergy for dislocation motion in comparison to metals5,13.50

Theoretical estimations of kink formation energy Fk and51

kink migration energy Wk have been done for the par-52

tial dislocations14–21, while there only exist a few studies53

on the undissociated dislocation22,23. Despite numerous54

simulation studies, results are not conclusive due to the55

large scatter of calculated energies, possibly related to56

the myriad existence of kink configurations24.57

Dislocation motion in silicon is considered as a rare58

event due to the steep Peierls valleys; thus, the timescale59

limitation of conventional molecular dynamics makes this60

method not well-suited to simulate such mechanisms.61

Therefore, most calculations of the kink-pair formation62

energy and kink migration energy have been based on63

the nudged elastic band (NEB) method25 in combina-64

tion with either density functional theory (DFT) or in-65

teratomic potentials. NEB simulation require knowledge66

of the initial and final states, and an initial guess for67

the connecting pathway. This means that only the path-68

way closest to the initial guess is explored, leaving other69

possible pathways unexplored. This can be problematic70

with complex energy landscapes, where non-trivial but71

relevant pathways may be present.72

Core structure of kinks on dislocations and their role in73

dislocation motion in silicon have been considered to be74

of high complexity 26. To thoroughly sample the energy75

landscape around such complex structures and reveal76

new possible non-trivial structures, an open-ended search77

algorithm is a necessity. In principle, such a method can78
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perform an unbiased exploration of the energy landscape,79

and potentially find all possible transitions from the ini-80

tial configuration. Together with a kinetic Monte-Carlo81

(KMC) scheme, non-intuitive kink structures and new82

energy pathways may present themselves as the system83

evolves.84

In this study, we present a novel approach to simulate85

the kink migration and kink-pair formation in silicon. A86

kinked undissociated screw dislocation placed in the shuf-87

fle set is investigated with the k-ART, an off-lattice KMC88

algorithm. A topological approach is utilized to classify89

local off-lattice configurations present in systems involv-90

ing dislocations. Transitions are found by an open-ended91

search for saddle points. Using k-ART, new intermediate92

kink structures that participate in kink migration were93

revealed; furthermore, with the comprehensive search for94

saddle points, a new minimum energy pathway for kink95

migration and kink-pair formation is presented.96

The paper is organized as follows. First, the method-97

ology is described, including a description of k-ART, the98

model employed and the computational details. The re-99

sults and discussion section is divided into three parts.100

In the first part, overall time evolution for all three101

stress levels are presented. The second part goes into102

the atomic details of kink migration, whilst the third103

part concerns the kink-pair formation. In particular,104

we mainly focus on the atomic details for both mech-105

anisms, identifying which energy pathways are favored106

for kink migration and kink-pair formation and the as-107

sociated atomic configurations. The effect of shear stress108

on the energy barriers is also presented. In the end, key109

findings in this study is summarized with conclusions and110

outlook.111

II. METHODOLOGY112

A. Kinetic Activation-Relaxation Technique113

K-ART is an off-lattice Kinetic Monte Carlo (KMC)114

based method with an open-ended search for saddle115

points and on-the-fly cataloguing. K-ART can be divided116

into three parts: a topological classification, a searching117

method for saddle points and, the analysis and selection118

of the events according to transition state theory. All119

events that are generated are cataloged on-the-fly as the120

system evolves and can be reused throughout the simula-121

tion. A workflow of the k-ART algorithm is illustrated in122

figure 1 and the general steps are described in the follow-123

ing sections. For more in-depth details of the method,124

the reader is referred to the following papers27–30.125

1. Topological classification126

K-ART classifies the atomic structure through graph127

theory, which provides the possibilities to categorize com-128

plex and off-lattice atomic arrangements while taking129
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FIG. 1. Flowchart of the k-ART structure.

into account long- and short-range elastic interactions.130

Graphs are constructed by considering a sphere with131

a predefined radius around each atom in the system as132

illustrated in figure 2. The sphere radius depends on the133

system under investigation, but is typically selected to be134

between 5 and 7 Å, a region that counts between 40 and135

80 atoms. The atoms within the sphere are connected by136

considering a neighbor prescription, e.g. first neighbor137

distance cutoff, which results in a truncated connectivity138

graph. This graph is then analyzed by NAUTY, a topo-139

logical analysis library developed by McKay31. NAUTY140

provides a unique automorphic group identifier for each141

atom with an associated table linking the vertices of a142

reference graph.143144

Geometrical information is lost during the topological145

classification. However, a complete reconstruction from a146

topological graph is possible since we know the positions147

of all atoms surrounding the local graph, which allows148

the algorithm to reconstruct a unique and fully relaxed149

geometry that takes into account short- and long-range150

interactions, including elastic deformations.151

2. Saddle point search: ART nouveau152

Open-ended search algorithms for saddle points make153

it possible to explore all transitions surrounding a lo-154
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NAUTY
[ 973883 ]

(a) (b) (c)

FIG. 2. Schematic illustration of the topological classifica-
tion procedure where the red atom is in the center of the
local graph. (a) is the initial configuration with the topol-
ogy sphere, and (b) is the cluster of atoms within the sphere.
A connectivity graph is extracted and analyzed by NAUTY
which returns (c) a unique label characteristic of the graph’s
topology.

cal minimum in complex structures, schematically illus-155

trated in figure 3. K-ART uses the ART nouveau32,33
156

algorithm to search for saddle points that included a157

Lanczos-based approach for efficiently finding the lowest158

eigenvalues and corresponding eigenvectors of the Hes-159

sian matrix.160

Several independent searches for saddle points are161

launched from each unique topology in the system fol-162

lowing a three-step procedure: random displacements,163

following the path of negative curvature and relaxation164

into a new minimum.165

The initial displacement is introduced by pushing a166

given atom, or a set of atoms, in an arbitrary direction.167

The system is considered to be out of the harmonic well168

when the lowest eigenvalue of the Hessian matrix, com-169

puted using the Lanczos algorithm, becomes negative.170

Once outside the harmonic well, the system is pushed171

along the direction of negative curvature represented by172

FIG. 3. Illustration of a complex energy landscape. The
searches for saddle require random displacements followed by
relaxation of the orthogonal forces in the hyperplane until the
first order saddle point is reached. The dashed circles repre-
sents the configuration on the energy surface before relaxation
and the solid circles represent configuration after relaxation.

the dashed circles in figure 3. Forces are minimized in the173

hyperplane orthogonal to this direction after each push174

(solid circles). This step is repeated until the total force175

becomes less than a preset threshold, indicating that a176

first-order saddle point is reached. The configuration is177

then pushed over the saddle point and relaxed into a new178

energy minimum.179

The initial, saddle and final configurations are identi-180

fied by means of topology, thus providing a unique label181

for each event that is used to create a catalog of possible182

events in the system. It is assumed that all atoms that183

share the same topology will have access to the same set184

of events, called generic events. To ensure a complete cat-185

alog of events, searches for events are not limited to new186

topologies; additional searches are launched proportional187

to the logarithm of the frequency for which a topology is188

encountered during the simulation.189

3. Analysis and selection of the events190

Once the catalog of events is up-to-date, all events are191

analyzed. The associated rates ri of the events i is given192

as,193

ri = Γ0 exp

(
−∆E

kBT

)
, (1)

where ∆E = Esaddle − Einitial is the energy barrier; kB194

is the Boltzmann’s constant; T is the temperature; Γ0 is195

a prefactor described by the transmission coefficient and196

the attempt frequency, which is fixed to 1013 s−1 at the197

onset of the simulation30.198

All generic events are ordered according to their en-199

ergy barrier. The lowest-energy barrier events that make200

up to 99.9% of the total rate are fully reconstructed and201

their structure relaxed to a local energy minimum or con-202

verged to the saddle point, resulting in what we call spe-203

cific events. The remaining events, that contribute very204

little to the rate, are cloned which means that the events205

are not fully reconstructed and the short- and long-range206

elastic interactions for these unlikely events are not fully207

accounted for. At this point, an event is chosen follow-208

ing the standard KMC algorithm. The elapsed time t is209

computed as,210

t = − lnµ

ri
, (2)

where µ is a random number and ri is the rate of the211

associated events. If the total time is reached the code212

stops, otherwise it goes back to the topology analysis step213

as seen in figure 1.214

To sum up, k-ART makes use of a unique topology clas-215

sification coupled with an unbiased, open-ended search216

for saddle points, while considering short- and long-range217

interactions due to elastic effects. An extensive catalog218

of the events are created on-the-fly which speeds up the219

simulation as the system evolves. In the past, k-ART220
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has been used in various systems to describe diffusion221

of point defects in metals and semiconductors34–36 and222

more complex systems with grain boundaries and amor-223

phous silicon37,38.224

There exists another off-lattice KMC code, based on225

the the dimer method, the Self-Evolving Atomistic KMC226

(SEAKMC)39,40 which has been found to show compa-227

rable performances to k-ART41. We selected k-ART be-228

cause of its topological classification, that provides more229

flexibility to classify disordered systems, although the230

implementation of activation volume in SEAKMC gives231

a speed-up in performance in near-crystalline environ-232

ments.233

B. Model234

The simulated system contains a kinked screw disloca-235

tion in the diamond lattice structure. The kink is cre-236

ated by stacking two substructures containing a 10b long237

screw dislocation which is shifted one Burgers vector in238

respect to the other, where b represents the length of239

the Burgers vector. The initial atomic positions for each240

substructure are created by calculating the displacement241

field based on elastic theory for screw dislocations5. The242

left and right dislocation segments are placed in the shuf-243

fle set denoted A and A′, respectively. The two segments244

are displaced 1b along the slip direction, resulting in245

two dimers tilted in opposite directions relative to the246

[1̄01] direction, as illustrated in figure 4a. Each kink con-247

sists of a five-coordinated atom positioned at B, which248

corresponds to the mixed shuffle/glide set. The over-249

coordinated atom connects the opposing dimers, thus250

connecting the dislocations segments lying in the A and251

A′ positions.252

The simulation box has dimensions 152 × 151 × 77 Å253

and contains 67200 atoms. It is oriented such that the x-,254

y- and z-axes correspond to [12̄1], [111] and [101̄], respec-255

tively. The lattice parameter a0 is set to 5.430 Å based256

on the experimental value found at 300 K42. Vacuum is257

added on the surfaces with the x- and y-axis as normal.258

The surface normal to the x-axis is free to relax to mini-259

mize surface effects. However, the surface normal to the260

y-axis is rigidly shifted and held fixed to maintain the261

stress field due to shearing. The simulation cell is suffi-262

ciently large so that any surface effects on the core struc-263

ture and the dislocation motion is negligible. Periodic264

boundary conditions is applied along [101̄], which means265

the system is an infinite kinked screw dislocation with266

10b separation between the kinks, which is sufficiently267

large that any kink-kink interactions can be neglected.268

C. Simulation details269

Atomic interactions are modeled using the270

Environmental-Dependent Interatomic Potential271

(EDIP)43,44 as implemented in the Large-scale272

Bottom kink

Top kink

10b

Shuffle
Glide

[1
11

]

[121]

[1
0
1]

[101]

[111]

[121]

(a)

A

(b)

B

(c)

A'
C

[111]

FIG. 4. (a) Schematic illustration of simulation box with
two dislocation segments of length 10b. The atoms are rep-
resented by the gray area, which is surrounded by a vacuum
layer of 10 Å along x- and y-surfaces. Dislocation segment
1 lies in position A whilst segment 2 lies in position A′, re-
sulting in a kink positioned in position B (mixed shuffle/glide
set). The periodic boundary condition along z-direction re-
sults in a kink-pair (top and bottom kink). In (b), the atomic
structure projected along [101̄] is shown, while (c) shows the
atomic structure in the bottom kink projected along [12̄1].
The red atom represents an over-coordinated atom, connect-
ing the two opposing dimers.

Atomic/Molecular Massively Parallel Simulator273

(LAMMPS)45. LAMMPS is coupled to k-ART as274

a library and is used as a force calculator. K-ART is275

used to explore the energy pathways and to simulate276

the evolution of the system. A sphere containing 47 ± 2277

atoms with a radius of 6.0 Å is used for the topological278

classification. The cluster size variation is due to local279

distortions. During the search for saddle points, the280

total forces (
√∑N

i F2
i ) are relaxed with a convergence281

criterion of 0.05 eV/Å, while each minimum is relaxed to282

a convergence of 0.0005 eV/Å. Events with energy bar-283

riers higher than 2.7 eV are ignored, which corresponds284

to events with very low rates occurring on timescales285

out of interest. The temperature is set to 900 K for all286

simulations, which is a temperature regime where kink287

migration and kink-pair is expected to occur. For all288

newly encountered topologies, the search for new saddle289

points is launched 10 times. The atomic structures are290

visualized in the Open Visualization Tool (OVITO) 46.291

In mc-Si, atoms are subjected to external stresses292

which affects the dislocation motion. Sources of stress293

can be grain boundary interfaces and thermal stresses294

generated during heating and cooling. External stress295

can affect the energy barriers and mechanisms for dis-296

location motion, and to investigate the effect of shear297

stresses, the model is subjected to a shear stress before298

the onset of the simulation. The shear stress is applied299

on the surface parallel to the {111} planes, which pro-300
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motes motion of screw dislocations along [12̄1]. After301

the application of the shear stress, the forces are mini-302

mized with a convergence criterion of 0.0005 eV/Å. To303

ensure a constant shear stress, application of shear stress304

is repeated after each KMC step together with a relax-305

ation of the forces to ensure the configuration is still kept306

in an energy minimum.307

III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION308

A. Time evolution309

Utilizing a KMC scheme gives us the possibility to ex-310

plore mechanisms at timescales unattainable for conven-311

tional molecular dynamics. In figure 5, the time evolution312

(left axis) and the cumulative topologies (right axis) for313

kink migration and kink-pair formation is presented for314

all three stress levels. The kinetics is divided in three re-315

gions: kink migration (green), kink-pair formation (yel-316

low) and creation of defects along the dislocation line317

without creating a stable kink (gray).318

Kink migration at 900 K occurs on the femto second319

scale, and the plateaus in time evolution for 0.0 and320

0.5 GPa, indicates that kink migration does not signifi-321

cantly contribute to the time evolution. However, with322

1.0 GPa applied shear stress, kink migration, formation323

and the creation of defects occurs on the same time scale324

of femto seconds. The major contribution to the time325

at 0.0 and 0.5 GPa shear stress is the creation of de-326

fects along the straight dislocation, where these events327

are at the nano scale. However, oscillations between var-328

ious defects can occur if the simulation does not find a329

stable kink configuration, which indeed happened in the330

non-stress simulation.331

Cumulative topologies (dashed lines) for all stress lev-332

els are shown in figure 5. For shear stress of 0.0, 0.5 and333

1.0 GPa, k-ART identifies 4974, 12458 and 3545 topolo-334

gies in total, respectively. Among these topologies, the335

number of unique topologies visited for the respective336

stress levels are 242, 367 and 176. The majority of the337

events are either unstable kinks during migration and for-338

mation of other point defects along the dislocation line.339

340

There are two main features of the cumulative topology341

plot, which can be described as exploration of new topolo-342

gies or oscillations between already encountered topolo-343

gies. The exploration of new topologies is illustrated by344

the increase in cumulative topologies, where the simu-345

lation visits unexplored configurations. Plateaus on the346

topology curve indicates recycling of topologies already347

encountered.348
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FIG. 5. Simulated time (solid line) and cumulative topologies
(dashed line) as a function of KMC step for (a) 0.0, (b) 0.5
and (c) 1.0 GPa.

B. Kink migration349

1. Atomic structure350

Kink migration from the initial kinked screw disloca-351

tion described in section II B is first studied. The ini-352

tial kink contains one 5-coordinated atom in position B,353

which is considered to be the ground state. K-ART iden-354

tified four different mechanisms leading to kink migra-355

tion, denoted mechanism Mm
1 , Mm

2 , Mm
3 and Mm

4 . Sev-356

eral stable configurations that participate in the kink mi-357

gration are observed, illustrated in figure 6. Mechanism358

Mm
1 (solid lines) visits one intermediate configuration,359

Mm
2 (dashed-dotted lines) is a direct transition while Mm

3360

(dashed lines) and Mm
4 (long-dashed lines) visit three in-361

termediate configurations. Their associated forward en-362

ergy barriers for each intermediate step during the kink363

migration are marked along their corresponding pathway.364

The intermediate kink structures, which can be described365
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FIG. 6. Atomistic representation of stable kink structures projected along [12̄1]. The solid, dashed-dot and dashed lines
correspond to mechanism Mm

1 , Mm
2 and Mm

3 , respectively. The color bar represents the bond length, and red atoms are
over-coordinated atoms.

as one, three or five 5-coordinated atoms within the kink,366

are marked as the red atoms in figure 6. For simplic-367

ity, we denote these over-coordinated kink structures as368

(m,n)-kinks, where m is the number of atoms that are n-369

coordinated, e.g. (1,5)-kink represents the configuration370

with one 5-coordinated atom in the kink.371

The bond length is sketched with the color gradi-372

ent (blue, white, red) in figure 6. The bonds associ-373

ated with the over-coordianted atom(s) are characterized374

by a length of 2.53 Å which is stretched compared to375

bulk length of 2.35 Å. For the (3,5)-kink and (5,5)-kink,376

the bond lengths between the over-coordinated chain of377

atoms is in the range of 2.53 and 2.57 Å, where the higher378

end of the range is observed in the middle of the chain.379

The atoms exhibiting these stretched bonds are the most380

active during kink migration.381

All four kink migration mechanisms can be described382

as a sequence of bond breaking and creation. Mechanism383

Mm
1 is initiated by movement of atom 3 and 9 toward each384

other to create a bond resulting in three over-coordinated385

atoms. This results in the intermediate (3,5)-kink con-386

figuration. To complete the kink migration, atom 1 and387

atom 9 move in opposite direction, breaking the bond388

between them and resulting in the (1,5)-kink which has389

migrated a distance of 1b along [101]. Mm
3 is similar to390

Mm
1 , where the first intermediate kink structure is the391

(3,5)-kink structure and second intermediate step results392

in the (5,5)-kink structure by movement of atom 5 and 7393

toward each other. Two subsequent events occur with a394

similar mechanism as Mm
1 where a single bond is broken395

due to two atoms moving apart from each other. Mm
2 is396

a direct transition where the bond between atom 1 and397

atom 9 is broken simultaneously that a bond between398

atom 3 and atom 9 is created. Mechanism Mm
4 is initi-399

ated by movement of atom 2 and atom 9 move towards400

each other, resulting in over-coordination of atom 1, 2401

and 9. This kink is termed the (3,5)′-kink. The next402

event consists of repulsion between atom 1 and 9 result-403

ing in over-coordination on atom 3, named the (1,5)′-404

kink. The next event consists of an attraction of atom405

3 and 9, forming a quasi-symmetrical (3,5)′-kink. The406

structure appears to be symmetrical, but due to local407

variation of the strain, the energy pathway is asymmet-408

rical which is shown in the next section in figure 7. To409

complete the kink migration, atom 2 and 9 moves apart410

from each other resulting in the a new (1,5)-kink which411

have migrated a distance of 1b along [101].412

The (1,5)-kink is considered to be the ground state,413
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where the (3,5)-kink has an energy that is 0.09 eV higher414

compared to the ground state, which is similar to the re-415

ported value based on NEB simulations with EDIP22.416

However, two new kink structures emerge here: the417

(3,5)′-kink, which has a core energy of 0.08 eV above418

the ground state; the (1,5)′-kink, which has a core en-419

ergy of 0.10 eV above the ground state. Because the420

energy differences between the stable kink structures are421

very small, there would be an oscillation between the422

kink structures at finite temperature. The (1,5)-kink and423

(3,5)-kink structures have been described by Pizzagalli et424

al. 22 as narrow and wide kinks, respectively; while the425

authors also observed a kink structure with a dangling426

bond with DFT calculations. The core energy was de-427

generated according to their DFT calculations. Due to428

the size restriction with DFT, no conclusions was made429

based on which core is the most stable. However, since430

the energy difference is small, the kink should not be431

confined to a single geometry for a very long time 22.432

In our study, a (5,5)-kink is observed to participate433

in kink migration acting as an intermediate configura-434

tion, which has not been previously described. The core435

energy of the (5,5)-kink has an energy 0.28 eV higher436

than the ground state. Interestingly, a (7,5)-kink is also437

observed during the simulation, however, this kink does438

not participate in kink migration but acts as a metastable439

structure with an energy of 0.4 eV higher than the ground440

state.441

In fact, these wide kinks can be described as dislocation442

segments in position B. Calculations based on EDIP443

and Tersoff potentials47, show that straight dislocations444

lying in position B are unstable. Nevertheless, there is445

a study suggesting that dislocations in position B could446

act as intermediate steps in core transformations from447

shuffle to glide character and dissociation of the glide448

dislocation48; however, this transition pathway would be449

more complicated in comparison to a direct transition450

from shuffle to glide49.451

2. Energy pathways452

The energy pathways for the kink migration mecha-453

nisms are shown in figure 7, with the same line style as454

the top panel. The first step of mechanism, Mm
1 , has an455

energy barrier of 0.15 eV followed up with an transition456

of 0.06 eV to complete the kink migration. Mechanism457

Mm
2 is a direct kink migration which includes crossing of458

a single barrier of 0.25 eV. Mechanism Mm
3 is the mecha-459

nism which follows the highest energy pathway, with two460

initial steps with energy barriers of 0.16 eV and 0.22 eV.461

The two subsequent events completes the kink migration462

with energy barriers of 0.05 eV and 0.07 eV. The first463

three events of mechanism Mm
4 have energy barriers of464

0,17, 0.13 and 0.15 eV, and the event that completes the465

kink migration has a barrier of 0.07 eV. Figure 7 shows466

an asymmetrical minimum energy pathway for mecha-467

nism Mm
4 . Among these four kink migration mechanisms,468

TABLE I. Comparison of the total activation energy for kink
migration found in this study. Three methods are considered:
K-ART, dimer method and NEB. The force calculations of
the different simulations are based on various interatomic po-
tentials (EDIP, Tersoff and Lenosky) and DFT.

Method Potential Activation energy [eV]
This work K-ART EDIP 0.16a

0.25
0.32b

0.25b

Pedersen et al.23 Dimer Lenosky 0.07
Dimer EDIP 0.17a

0.25
0.33a

Dimer Tersoff 0.18a

Pizzagalli et al.22 NEB DFT 0.075
NEB EDIP 0.158a

a One intermediate configuration.
b Three intermediate configurations.

Mm
1 is the mechanism that exhibits the lowest maximal469

energy barrier, which makes mechanism Mm
1 the most470

probable. However, mechanism Mm
4 exhibit similar bar-471

riers compared to Mm
1 , thus is also considered to be a472

highly probable mechanism for kink migration.473

The total activation energy is considered to be the474

maximum increase of energy along the energy pathway in475

comparison to the ground state. For the mechanism Mm
1 ,476

Mm
2 , Mm

3 and Mm
4 , the activation energy is calculated to477

be 0.16, 0.25, 0.32 and 0.25 eV, respectively. A compari-478

son between the values calculated by the present simula-479

tions and the results by Pizzagalli et al.22 and Pedersen480

et al.23 are summarized in table I. An excellent compli-481

ance between the various methods based on EDIP (NEB482

and dimer method) and Tersoff potential (dimer method)483

is observed. However, simulations based on DFT calcula-484

tions with NEB method and based on the Lenosky poten-485

tial together with the dimer method show lower kink mi-486

gration barriers in comparison with the other potentials.487

Simulations based on DFT calculations and the Lenosky488

potential are reported to prefer under-coordination of the489

atoms in the kink structure, leading to a dangling bond490

in the kink; whilst, the EDIP and Tersoff potential prefer491

over-coordination23.492

Despite the discrepancies in atomic structure with the493

different potentials, the mechanisms for kink migration494

are comparable; that is, kink migration consists of a se-495

quence of breaking and creation of bonds for all potentials496

and methods.497

3. Effect of thermal expansion498

Simulations based on KMC usually neglect tempera-499

ture effects like thermal expansion on the energy barri-500
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0.16
0.17

0.16

0.31

0.15

0.25

0.32

(a)

(b)

(e) (a) (e) (a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

(e) (a)

(f)
(g)

(h)

(e)

0.17 0.21

0.21

0.25

FIG. 7. The minimum energy pathway for the different mechanisms is shown, where the circles and crosses represent minimum
and saddle points, respectively. The saddle point energy relative to the ground state is indicated by the dashed horizontal line.
The labels correspond to their respective kink configuration as shown in figure 6. The lines act as a guide for the eye.

ers. The impact of omitting the thermal expansion has501

been investigated by running additional k-ART simula-502

tions with initial structures based on experimental lat-503

tice parameters at 900 K (a0 = 5.437 Å) and 1500 K504

(a0 = 5.457 Å)42. Showing a difference of less than505

0.01 eV, the energy barrier for kink migration is only506

weakly influenced by thermal expansion. Noteworthy,507

the deviation cannot only be correlated to thermal ex-508

pansion. Local deformations and elastic interactions, due509

to the kink-kink or kink-surface separation are not neces-510

sarily equal in all instances, can contribute to the small511

deviation. However, the atomistic details of the migra-512

tion mechanisms are left unchanged. Furthermore, an513

increase in temperature gives higher entropic contribu-514

tion to the free energy, affecting the dislocation motion;515

however, this effect is not investigated in this study.516

4. Effect of shear stress517

The effect of shear stress on energy barriers related to518

kink migration is illustrated in figure 8, which shows the519

cumulative distribution of available events during kink520

migration. Events with an energy barrier above 0.6 eV521

are omitted, since these barriers are never selected dur-522

ing kink migration. Energy barriers for each mechanism523

are marked with the black arrows. For mechanism Mm
3524

and Mm
4 , which have several barriers of similar value, the525

arrow indicates the energy region where these events oc-526

cur. In the non-stressed condition, all events associated527

with mechanism Mm
1 , Mm

3 and Mm
4 exhibit energy barriers528

lower than the energy barrier for mechanisms Mm
2 , where529

the latter is the least probable mechanism, as discussed in530

section III B. Interestingly, the shear stress decreases the531

energy barrier for the event associated with mechanism532

Mm
2 , while the energy barriers for mechanism Mm

1 , Mm
3533

and Mm
4 remains the same or increases. For shear stresses534

of 0.5 and 1.0 GPa, the energy barrier for mechanism Mm
2535

is calculated to be 0.16 and 0.13 eV, respectively; there-536

fore, Mm
2 becomes the dominating mechanism for kink537

migration. Noteworthy, with the application of shear538

stress, the energy pathway for mechanism Mm
1 was ex-539

plored only once, while the higher energy pathways for540

mechanism Mm
3 and Mm

4 were left unexplored.541

To explain the shift in energy barriers, we look at542

the atomic bonds in the kink. The shear stress slightly543

change the bond lengths between the atoms directly con-544

nected to the over-coordinated atom. In the top kink,545

the bond above the over-coordinated atom is slightly re-546

duced in length from 2.53 Å in the non-stressed condition547

to 2.52 and 2.50 Å with shear stresses of 0.5 GPa and548

1.0 GPa, respectively. Below the top-kink, the bond is549

slightly extended from 2.53 Å for the non-stressed con-550

dition, to 2.54 and 2.56 Å for shear stress of 0.5 and551

1.0 GPa, respectively. The opposite effect is observed for552

the bottom kink. As described in section III B 1, kink mi-553

gration is described as creating and breaking bonds; the554

extended bonds would require less energy to break re-555

sulting in greater attraction between the kink-pairs, and556

a higher diffusion rate for kink migration.557

C. Kink-pair formation558

After a kink has successfully migrated and annihi-559

lated, a 20b long straight dislocation is created. From560

a straight kink-free dislocation, the kink-pair formation561

is studied within the same simulations with an applied562

shear stress of 0.0 GPa and 0.5 GPa, respectively.563

In the non-stressed simulation, no stable kink-pair is564

created due to the asymmetric energy landscape, that565

is, a very high forward barrier and very low backward566

barrier. The reversed energy pathway for kink-pair for-567

mation, i.e. annihilation of kink-pairs is reported instead.568

K-ART imposes detailed balance when finding events, i.e.569

all reverse events are automatically added to the catalog.570

Therefore, the atomic details of kink-pair formation in571

the non-stressed condition are still valid.572

For the simulation with 1.0 GPa, several point defects573

are generated along the dislocation line resulting in a very574
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FIG. 8. Cumulative distribution of the energy barriers of the
available events during kink migration. The associated energy
barriers for kink migration is marked with the black arrows.
A shift in energy barriers for mechanism Mm

2 is observed with
application of shear stress, changing the preferred mechanism
for kink migration to mechanism Mm

2 .

distorted dislocation line. Due to the distortions, deriva-575

tion of a minimum energy pathway with well-defined kink576

structures was not possible, and is thus not included in577

the following sections.578

1. Atomic structure579

The atomic details of each mechanism with a shear580

stress of 0.0 GPa and 0.5 GPa are illustrated in figure 9.581

A single mechanism, Mf
1, leading to stable kink-pairs, is582

observed for both stress levels, resulting in the formation583

of a pair of (1,5)-kinks. A second mechanism, Mf
2, is ex-584

plored in the simulation with a shear stress of 0.5 GPa,585

resulting in a pair of a (1,5)-kink and a (3,5)-kink. A586

stable kink-pair is fully developed when the opposing tilt587

direction of the stacked {111} plane is observed in be-588

tween the over-coordinated atoms, as shown in figure 9c)589

and 9e).590

The initial step in the kink-pair formation for both591

Mf
1 and Mf

2 is initiated by movement of atom 2 and 3 to-592

wards each other, creating a bond between the two atoms.593

The result is a (2,5)-half-kink, which is an intermediate594

configuration where the dislocation has not fully slipped595

from one Peierls valley to a neighboring valley, result-596

ing in a small dislocation segment lying in position B.597

A complete kink formation of the (1,5)-kink pair occurs598

by simultaneously breaking the bond between atom 3 and599

atom 4, whilst creating a bond between atom 4 and atom600

5. Mechanism Mf
2 exhibit similar kinetics as Mf

1. How-601

ever, Mf
2 includes a second intermediate configuration,602

which can be characterized as a (4,5)-half-kink. Once603

created, the kink-pairs can either annihilate each other604

or migrate further apart as described in section III B.605

(a) Unkinked (b) (2,5)-kink (c) (1,5)- + (1,5)-kink

(d) (4,5)-kink (e) (1,5)- + (3,4)-kink

0.60 eV

0.43 eV

0.52 eV

0.33 eV 

Mf
1 (0.0 GPa)

Mf
1 (0.5 GPa)

Mf
2 (0.5 GPa)

0.38 eV

0.24 eV

[1
0
1]

[111]

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8
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2

3

4
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1
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6
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FIG. 9. Two mechanisms are encountered, Mf
1 (solid and

dashed-dotted lines) and Mf
2 (dashed line), the former is ob-

served in the non-stressed and stressed conditions whilst the
latter is observed only with 0.5 GPa shear stress. The ball-
stick models illustrates the atomic configurations with same
color scheme as figure 4. The numbers indicates the atoms
that participate in kink-pair formation. The forward barriers
for each mechanism is indicated between the configurations.
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2. Energy pathways606

The energy pathways are shown in figure 10. The first607

step of mechanism Mf
1 and Mf

2 are interchangeable. With608

a shear stress of 0.0 and 0.5 GPa, the initial step has an609

energy barrier of 0.60 and 0.43 eV, respectively. The610

subsequent event to finish the kink-pair formation is cal-611

culated to have an energy barrier of 0.52 and 0.38 eV.612

For mechanism Mf
2, two subsequent events are required613

to complete the kink-pair formation, with barriers calcu-614

lated to be 0.24 and 0.33 eV.615

The mechanisms reported in this paper are mostly616

similar to the pathway described by Pizzagalli et al.22617

based on NEB and EDIP, where mechanism Mf
1 starts618

and ends with the same configuration; however, the in-619

termediate configurations are somewhat different. The620

pathway found by NEB with EDIP follows (a) → (b)621

→ (d) → (c) in figure 10, whilst k-ART finds an energy622

pathway which follows the configurations (a) → (b) →623

(c) . In our simulations, the kink-pair formation energy,624

i.e. the total activation energy, is calculated to be 1.11625

and 0.74 eV for the systems subjected to 0.0 and 0.5 GPa626

of shear stress, respectively. In comparison, the authors627

of Ref.22 reported a total activation energy of 0.91, 0.88,628

0.83 and 0.79 eV for stress levels of 0.0, 0.31, 0.61 and629

0.92 GPa, respectively. However, they used configuration630

(a) and (d) to calculate the kink-pair formation, which631

is an intermediate metastable half-kink and not a fully632

developed kink.633

The energy pathway for mechanism Mf
2 in our simula-634

tion visits configuration (d), i.e. the (4,5)-half-kink. The635

activation energy with the (4,5)-half-kink as the final con-636

figuration is 0.65 eV with 0.5 GPa applied shear stress,637

which is substantially lower than the estimated value of638

0.83 eV with 0.61 GPa shear stress as reported in Ref.22.639

The boundary conditions used in this work and in the640

work in Ref.22 are similar, and is based on the same in-641

teratomic potential; thus, the method is likely the reason642

for the difference.643

The dimer calculations based on the Lenosky potential644

performed by Pedersen et al.23 gives a total activation645

(b)

(a)

(b)

(c)

(a)

(d)
(e) Mf

1 (0.0 GPa)

Mf
1 (0.5 GPa)

Mf
2 (0.5 GPa)

Reaction coordinates
0.00

0.25

0.50

0.75

1.00

E
[e

V
]

Reaction coordinates

Mf
1 (0.0 GPa)

Mf
1 (0.5 GPa)

Mf
2 (0.5 GPa)

0.41

0.74

0.60

1.11 0.93

0.65

0.41

FIG. 10. Minimum energy pathway for kink-pair formation
with shear stress of 0.0 and 0.5 GPa. Two mechanisms are
observed, named Mf

1 and Mf
2, where the latter is only observed

for the 0.5 GPa simulation. The labels correspond to their
respective kink configuration as shown in figure 9 The lines
act as a guide for the eye.

barrier of 1.19 eV, similar to the activation barrier found646

in this study of 1.11 eV. However, the dimer method647

as implemented in the study by Pedersen et al.23 is not648

coupled to a KMC algorithm; therefore, the energy land-649

scape from non-intuitive configurations could have been650

left unexplored, and pathways with lower activation en-651

ergy containing such configurations could be missed.652

In addition to the EDIP and NEB calculations, Pizza-653

galli et al. performed DFT calculations with NEB identi-654

fied a total activation energy of 1.36 eV 22, which is higher655

than all calculated values based on other potentials inde-656

pendent of method. Because of the surface constraints,657

the authors concluded that the value obtained from DFT658

calculations serve as an upper limit, while their EDIP659

calculations serve as an lower limit. Thus, the kink-pair660

formation should be in the range of 0.9 to 1.36 eV, which661

is in agreement with our work.662

IV. SUMMARY663

In this study we deploy a novel approach to simulate664

the mechanisms related to dislocation motion in silicon,665

that is, kink migration and kink-pair formation. Four666

mechanisms for kink migration are observed. The acti-667

vation energies for the four mechanisms are calculated668

to be 0.16, 0.25, 0.32 and 0.25 eV, respectively. With669

the application of shear stress, the preferred mechanism670

for kink migration changes to mechanism Mm
2 by low-671

ering the energy barrier in comparison with the other672

mechanisms. Several new kink structures are explored,673

characterized as the (1,5)′-, (3,5)′-, (5,5)- and (7,5)-kink;674

where the three former participates in kink migration.675

In particular, the (1,5)′- and (3,5)′-kink is part of a new676

kink migration mechanism. Two energy pathways for677

kink-pair formation are identified, resulting in a pair of678

two (1,5)-kinks and a pair of (1,5)- and (3,5)-kink. The679

former of the two mechanisms follows a pathway with a680

lower total activation energy than those previously de-681

scribed in the literature. The latter contains a higher682

energy pathway, and is only sampled at a shear stress of683

0.5 GPa.684

To conclude, this study demonstrates that k-ART is a685

viable method to simulate the complex kinetics related to686

dislocation motion in silicon. A good agreement is found687

between the kink migration energies and kink-pair for-688

mation energies calculated with k-ART and the results689

obtained by other methods, e.g. the NEB and dimer690

methods. In addition, new kink structures and unex-691

plored energy pathways relevant for both kink migration692

and kink-pair formation are observed. With k-ART, the693

time step restriction associated with conventional molec-694

ular dynamics is relieved. Together with an unbiased695

search for saddle points, the complex energy landscape696

surrounding kink structures in silicon is thoroughly ex-697

plored where new non-trivial and relevant structures have698

been presented.699

These mechanisms are relevant for studying nucle-700
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ation of dislocations from various dislocation sources, e.g.701

grain boundary junctions, k-ART can thus be used to702

fill in the missing information from nucleation of disloca-703

tion to characterization performed postmortem. Further-704

more, k-ART has the potential to be applied to simulate705

the interactions between grain boundaries and disloca-706

tions. Future work in this direction can improve our un-707

derstanding of the mechanisms behind dislocation gener-708

ation in systems containing grain boundaries which can709

in turn help to increase material quality and the pursuit710

of a higher conversion efficiency in solar cells based on711

mc-Si.712

V. AVAILABILITY OF THE CODES713

The saddle point search algorithm ART nouveau is714

freely distributed at www.normandmousseau.com. K-715

ART and development ART nouveau are available upon716

request from Normand Mousseau.717
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